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This bulletin is aimed at persons engaged in signalling and maintenance of GSM-R fitted vehicles, and
is provided for information and action as appropriate.

A request has been made for train maintainers to be able to register a cab radio under test conditions,
particularly following a report of failure of the cab radio to register.
Because a cab radio registered by a maintainer will appear on a Signaller’s GSM-R Fixed Terminal, a
range of train reporting numbers has been identified that should not conflict with operational trains in
service. However, maintainers using these numbers should deregister the cab radio immediately after
the registration succeeds to minimise the impact on Signallers.
Maintainers will also need to use the ‘wild card’ location code when registering a cab radio, and
reference should be made to GSM-R Bulletin No.17 which details these numbers by train
operator/grouping.
The following train reporting numbers (head codes) have been allocated:

1I00 to 1I99 (one India zero zero to one India nine nine)
These can be entered directly using the keypad on version 2 software cab radios (NR3.1 onwards)
On version 1E and 1E.1 software cab radios (NR2.6 and NR2.8), these head codes will need to be
translated into the 5-digit numeric train running numbers used by these radios.
Translated numbers are attached to this bulletin.
Maintainers testing registrations with Version 1E (NR2.6) or 1E.1 (NR2.8) cab radios may see a
registration failure due to a Duplicate number. This means the 8-digit number entered (5-digit plus wild
card) is already in use by another radio. If this occurs then another head code should be selected and
the attempt made again.
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On version 1E and 1E.1 software cab radios (NR2.6 and NR2.8), the above head codes will need to be
entered into the cab radio as a 5-digit numeric train running number as follows:
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